SOULAJE

Letting you choose the time and place of your last moments.

A Self-Administered Euthanasia Wearable

USER GUIDE
FAQ

– Is self-administered euthanasia legal?
Yes, Self-Administered Euthanasia has been legal following the introduction of the Self-Assisted Dying Bill on 7th May 2021.

– Is there any risk of accidental release?
No, the use of Soulaje includes safeguards to avoid accident. Each step is validated either by your General Practitioner and Smart Object Therapist, or by yourself with pre-agreed authorisation processes.

– Can I choose anywhere I want to die?
Soulaje may be used in many areas of the country, however, for the safety of others the device will not activate in a range of locations, such as motorway networks, Government buildings and primary schools. It is also prohibited to use the device while operating heavy machinery.

– What will happen to my body?
When you have passed away, Soulaje will automatically notify call the mortuary services and your GP who are going to take care of your body according to the prescribed laws and your registered last wishes. We recommend you to take care of your funeral arrangements with a Soulaje affiliated provider.

– Will my Soulaje device be reused?
No, your Soulage Self-Administered Euthanasia Wearable is single-use device and will be destroyed after deployment, unless specified to be considered as a memorial object. If so, it will be presented to your identified next of kin.
Soulaje, a Self-Administered Euthanasia Wearable
Soulaje is designed to be used to take the final step in your life journey, it should be worn on a daily basis.
1. GP prescribes, authorises & fits your Soulaje

**You**

You have decided it is time to die. Your GP will follow the National Euthanasia Protocols and prescribe Soulaje.

**Your Medical Team**

Your General Practitioner and Smart Object Therapist will fit and authorise the device with your agreement.

---

To register your Soulaje, please enter your NHS Identification number.
2. Activate your Soulaje

You
This stage requires 2 authorisations as pre-agreed with your GP. Following authorisation you have 48 hours to reflect on your decision, no further action may be taken during this time.

Your next of kin
Soulaje will initiate audio and video recording for your safety. Your medical team and next of kin will be notified of your decision.

------------------------------------------

47:59:59
Time left to reflect on your decision
3. Give your final authorisation

You

You have had 48 hours to reflect on your decision.

If you wish to continue you will need to make a final confirmation within the next 24 hours

Are you prepared for death?

YES  NO
HOW TO USE IT

4. Ensure a quiet and accessible place

You

The dose will be delivered in the few minutes, make sure you have shared your last wishes with your relatives.

Mortuary services

As Soulaje’s sensors confirm your death mortuary services set off to take care of your body.

Mortuary Services are in transit to this location
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Soulaje is offered in accordance with Self-Assisted Dying legislation (7th May 2021). Soulaje is a Self-Administered Euthanasia Wearable helping you to pass away with dignity, providing a painless and self-sufficient experience when the time is right.

The use of Soulaje should reflect an informed personal choice made freely without coercion or duress. We invite you to take time to discuss your decision with your next of kin and agree the course of action with your General Practitioner before committing to use Soulaje.

Please note, Soulaje is a medical device for euthanasia and contains lethal elements. This product is for use by its registered owner. It cannot be transferred to anyone else. This product may only be used in the country of issue.

By activating Soulaje, I, the undersigned, agree with the terms of use as defined by MirthriHealth, following the agreement signed with the Department of Health on the use of Self-Administered Euthanasia Wearables. With this statement, I declare neither me nor my family will press charges against MirthriHealth or my General Practitioner for any related emotional trauma caused by the use of Soulaje.

Date: 12/09/2023
Place: Oxford

Signature: